ASBA Virtual Kickoff - Class Results
Ewe Class 01

Placing

VSS
ID#

Exhibitor
Name

City

State

Tag Number

1

5

Hudson
Fleener

Biglerville

PA

ESQ 191

28

Preston
Forsee

KY

Forsee E20195

2

18

Trent
George

4

39

Taylor
Williams

Bakersfield

CA

5

11

Oliver
Nicholson

South
Windsor

6

12

Heather
Hough

7

13

8

3

Ewe Class 02

Owenton

Niles

MI

20-035

Judge Fleener Reasons

Judge Heffelfinger Reasons

here is a good looking good built one. that
For me this is the combination sheep. Structure and
really like how her skeleton is designed. Love her
balance is what sets her apart. The way she transitions
neck set and extension. Question if there is just
in her skeleton is smooth and balanced. She appears to
enough true muscle and shape there. Still think
be the most show ring ready of these march lambs.
she becomes the place to start

Here's an intriguing female. Her shallowness of chest,
depth of center body and flank is what I love the most
about her. She ties together really well as you analyze
her. For me I would like to see her have more width
through her chest floor and have true muscle shape.
Especially in her lower and inner leg and make her
deeper in her twist.

balances real well, good top line, good look.
Really like her neck set want to give her more
muscle shape down low. Love front 2/3 of this
sheep

Bone and foot on this female is awesome. Love her
length and smoothness viewing her stuck.She follows
the same type as the ones ahead of her. For me theres
has some future, greener , not as far as long.
to many holes to more her up. Appears she doesn't have Doesn't tie in good enough in her loin. Need to see
enough loin and for that does not transition into her
her get out and be more coordinated moving
hip level enough. Would like her to tie her neck into her
shoulders more gracefully.

Judge Wolf Reasons

Good Looking, most complete in class.
Balances well and is stout featured

Great front 2/3, best balanced from the
side good on the move. not as much shape
when viewed from behind

long sided elegant female with a great
future stout footed. not as much top
shape compared to the ones ahead

42

If you want one that's powered up here she is. Love that
boldness and shape she carries through her center
body. When this ewe is propped up at the end of the video
she looks awesome. For me to move this one higher
would like to see her elevated in her neck set, on the
move she wants to drop her neck an get high through
her rack, and break in her hip loin junction.

Like this one stuck, big ribbed, big muscled, not
good enough moving. breeding piece

heavy muscled and good looking on
profile. would like to see her more
athletic in motion

CT

Longenecker
2028

Here's a long and smooth built one. I like her muscle
shape from the side. Would like to see her stand with a
little more bone to go along with her size and scale.
Also, would drop her flank down to balance out her
chest floor.

has some length and extension, comes in more
pieces and uncoordinated when she gets in
motion

long sided tall shouldered ewe. lighter in
color than preferrred

Krugerville

TX

107

Bold and deep through her center body. Nice shape
over her shoulder and rack. Would like to see her
longer sided and leveler in her hip design. On the move
she wants to over reach on her front two.

good at the ground needs to be leveler out of
her hip

good middled ewe lamb that could
straighter in her lines

Heather
Hough

Krugerville

TX

108

Like her head breed type. Bone structure is good. For
me she gets shorter coupled from the side and would
like to see her leveler in her spine on the move.

like the extra feature at the ground, need to
change last 1/3 in terms of hip shape

opened up ewe lamb that has muscle but
need to square her up and level her out

49

Samantha
Davis

Farmington

ME

SJS002

Nice rib shape and length of front 1/3 . On the move
drops out of her dock. Would like to see her a little
lighter in her color.

Little dark colored, has some length needs more
true muscle and shape. Need to level out of her
hip

darker about her breed type but square
on her legs

Placing

VSS
ID#

Exhibitor
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Tag Number

Judge Fleener Reasons

Judge Heffelfinger Reasons

Judge Wolf Reasons

1

32

Maddie
Hauger

Connersville

IN

0011

Nice trio of ewe lambs in this class. For me this ewe lamb
is a blend of the two below her. Her smoothness and
Really like this one in terms of build and rib cage. really well balanced, stout footed, bold
balance from side what I like about her. She reads
she offers a good look from the side and can get ribbed with plenty of shape. athletic when
brood ewe yet has a show ring look. Maybe a little more
out and handle it in motion.
in motion
mature in her look right now but one I still really like.

2

56

Caleb Formo Blue mounds

WI

2022

Love this ones extras. The bone and shag is awesome
along with the extra shape to her muscle. This one will
have a good future. Right now she needs to be deeper
through her rear 1/3 and flank. She wants to drop in
her shoulder and chest floor on the move as well.

3

17

Drew George

MI

E20-123

This ones appears to be a little bigger in her skeleton. I
like her length and levelness about her. She's very
pretty smooth in her build For me I would like to change
her under line. She wants to get deeper through that
chest floor compared to her flank depth.

Niles

Love this one in terms of how her skeleton is
made, neck comes right out of top of shoulder,
level spined, and balances extremely well from
the side. Would have like to seen more of this one
in motion to deem how her hind leg really is,
doesn't look like she gets out and flexes it good
enough

Good bodied ewe really heavy boned
plenty of muscle good headed and breed
type

like this ones muscle and rib shape. plenty of
feature at the ground, wish she got out and
handler her top line better in motion. Want to
change the set to her hind leg. want to drop her
in her flank

good breed type. good looking eye
appealing ewe lamb. could be more
athletic on the move

Nice little ewe lamb with a good future. Structure and
design is good she just needs more time on feed to
develop.

greenest one in class, has some future. need to
make this one wider and stouter to compete
higher in class

straight in her lines correct made ewe
lamb. greener at this point needs more
shape

4

45

Khloe
McMacken

Carthage

NY

Ny1118261114

5

41

Kristin Train

Coquille

OR

0039

Shows me a little more muscle and more correct in her has some length and extension, needs to be more
hock then the ewe lamb right below her. She needs to be
level in her hip and squarer out through her
deeper flanked, leveler out hip and wider pin set.
dock.

6

42

Kristin Train

Coquille

OR

0040

Like her length of front end. Needs to have more
here is a tall fronted one that is good in her neck has some length and extension. narrower
muscle shape throughout. Also needs to be leveler out set. need to make this one wider and give her more
built sheep that needs opened up and
her dock.
muscle
more shape

Ewe Class 03

Placing

VSS
ID#

Exhibitor
Name

City

State

Tag Number

Judge Fleener Reasons

Judge Heffelfinger Reasons

Judge Wolf Reasons

Reserve Champion
Junior Ewe

1

27

Preston
Forsee

Owenton

KY

Forsee E20187

Really nice ewe to start this class. Gives you a great
balance with an extra shot of muscle. It's hard to make
them with that shape yet still be that good shouldered
and necked. Her underline and rib shape is spot on. She
carries herself nicely on the move as well.

big big fan of this one.

stout made female with plenty of shape.
Great structured and extremely athletic

2

26

Preston
Forsee

Owenton

KY

Forsee E20139

Heres a tall shouldered long bodied female. Really like
her rib shape.Her bone and structural soundness is
really good. Would like to darken up her nose a little.
But a really nice ewe.

like this one stuck a lot in terms of balance and
proportionality. Maybe wants to throw her hind
leg ever so slightly.

attractive wide based female. has good
balance from the side that has some
added rib shape

3

37

Maddie
Hauger

Connersville

IN

20088

When you look at the side view of her you really like her.
Good chested followed by big rib. Stands on good
bone. For me I would like her to be a little lighter at her
points. Also give her more true muscle throughout her
leg.

like this ones extra muscle and shape. just need
to rearrange her front end and shoulder. she
gets a little deeper and coarser. doesn't get out
and reach and flex good enough up front.

Stout made ewe with a big level hip. good in
her lanes , would like tpick her up in her
chest floor

4

7

Molly
McCalla

Alhambra

IL

IL5617F
McCalla
2033

Nice female in a tough class. For me would like to see
her with more body and carry that depth through her
flank. Would also like to relax her in her spine.

Really nice ewe here, at times she gets a little
rounder out of her hip and study the lower point
of her shoulder when she gets out and goes, she
wants to fall out of balance ever so slightly

An extended ewe lamb that is good ribbed
and sound at the ground would like to
level her out in her hip

5

19

Trent
George

Niles

MI

2030

Good ewe lamb. Appears to be good in her condition for
her age. To move higher she needs to be a little leveler
out her hip and would like to change her hock set and
the movement of it on the move.

Really like the front 2/3 of this ewe in terms of
length of neck ,extension and where her neck is
attached at the top of her shoulder. Need to
make this one wider at the ground. want to
changer her in motion as well.

big topped heavy muscled ewe lamb. Would
like to relax her spine on the move

6

10

Oliver
Nicholson

South
Windsor

CT

A&M OT185

Another good ewe that just fell in to a tough class.
One that you should be proud of. For me would like to
see her move out a little better off her rear two. It
appears she wants to get outside her skeleton a little.
Would like to change her at center of her loin and hip
loin junction.

Placing

VSS
ID#

Exhibitor
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Tag Number

Ewe Class 04

stout footed and long sided . Need to be
leveler in her lines and softer in her
flank

good rib and good muscle shape. little wide
stepping and she gets a little deeper about her
chest as well. Top line can get a little concerning
at times

Fancy appearing ewe lamb, has some
muscle. would like to correct her about
her breed type.

Judge Fleener Reasons

Judge Heffelfinger Reasons

Judge Wolf Reasons

cool patterned opened up ewe with some
added muscle shape

1

25

Preston
Forsee

Owenton

KY

Forsee E20014

I dig this one. Way good in her design. You analyze her
from the rear and she doesn't disappoint. She carries
the her width from stifle to stifle.

think this one offers a lot of good in terms of rib
shape and muscle along with having a look of
quality. top three offer some challenge to me.
She gets a little shorter bodied

2

16

Drew George

Niles

MI

20-021

This ones Smoothness of build and muscle shape she
carries down her top and leg is awesome. She carries
herself around with a good presence. What gets her
beat in this class is her lower rear 1/3. If we could drop
that this ewe could push the class winner a lot harder.

really nice ewe here, big topped ewe with some
look and presence. she is athletic when you study
her in motion. This one's bottom side balance is
questionable to me.

Tall shouldered athletic ewe that has
some added style and length

3

43

Ephraim
Fowler

Salesville

OH

Fowler 2001

Form the side she looks like a beast. Love her center
body design and how smooth built she is. She pushes
more shoulder then rear end for me but this ones
outline she gives you.

really good looking and flexible with plenty of
power and shape. Study her breast plate loose
and that gets concerning to me. i wish this one
was naturally taller fronted loose.

well balanced ewe lamb with some turn to
her rib and muscle shape. Wants to drop
her front end when in motion

4

33

Morgan
Hauger

Connersville

IN

20040

Like this ones youthfulness and structural integrity.
Level made and good looking from the side. She does
get a tighter through her forerib and little narrower
through her hip set.

really good in terms of body shape. to me she
gets a little plainer up front. want to make her
leveler and sqaurer out if her hip

big centered ewe with an attractive look

Nice ewe lamb her for me to round out this class. It was
another deep set. She gets a little wider in her
wagster 2008 shoulder from point to point. Would also like to see her
deeper through her rear 1/3 to help balance out her
front 1/3.

think this ewe offers a great look from the side.
need to make her a lot sqaurer in terms of her
loin and upper hip shape.

Good looking on profile. Straight in her
lines. Harder made female wed like to open
up

Judge Heffelfinger Reasons

Judge Wolf Reasons

5

35

Elizabeth
Wagster

santa
margarita

CA

Ewe Class 05

Placing

VSS
ID#

Exhibitor
Name

City

State

Tag Number

Grand Champion
Overall Ewe &
Champion Junior
Ewe

1

24

Preston
Forsee

Owenton

KY

Forsee E20038

2

38

Scout
Ingram

Pulaski

TN

E20-033

Long fronted and sided ewe. Like her muscle shape she
has. Gives you a striking profile from the side. Pushes a
notch of chest but a really nice female.

this one a bit of a bumper up front, but besides
that like a lot of things about this one. good
muscle shape, looks good hided.

A fancy ewe lamb with a good look.
Straight in her lines and stout at the
ground. wid like to clean her up in her
breast plate

3

9

Oliver
Nicholson

South
Windsor

CT

Forsee E20044

Really nice female. Balanced really well with more big
holes in her. She will make a great brood ewe.

here is a tall fronted big muscled one. like her
look of quality and she can get out and handle it
in motion

Great breed type about her head sound at
the ground. A nickle straighter in her
rear leg set

4

6

Molly
McCalla

Alhambra

IL

IL5616F
Like her center body shape and how smooth she ties it
McCalla 2025 all together. In this class gives up some length of side.

heres a ewe that has some width and muscle. she
is reading plainer and mature in her front end
for me

Good built with some added muscle and
bonework. would like to change her about
her color and type

5

4

Molly
McCalla

Alhambra

IL

IL5616F
McCalla2020

Stout made on here and I like that about her but I would
like her to be a little deeper flanked and higher in her
dock set.

Placing

VSS
ID#

Exhibitor
Name

City

State

Tag Number

Judge Fleener Reasons

Ewe Class 06

Ewe Class 07

Judge Fleener Reasons

Good stock here. Great profile that looks good on the huge legs, tall fronted and has some muscle and Extremely attractive ewe that excels in her
move too. Like her extra bone and shag for days.
shape to go with it. Like this one a lot
forerib, center of body, and muscle shape

really like the front 2/3 of this one. Need to make Good built Stout featured ewe. Would like
this one leveler and sqaurer hipped.
to level out and square up her hip

Judge Heffelfinger Reasons

Judge Wolf Reasons

1

23

Preston
Forsee

Owenton

KY

Miller E19335

Love the rear view of this female. Great hip set and leg
shape. When she's stuck and belly up she looks great.

like this ones rib shape and muscle. think she gets
Larger outlined ewe with more
a little tighter moving when you study her in
centerbody. Attractive on side profile and
motion, this i think offers the most breeding
straight in her lines.
pieces in this particular class

2

36

Maddie
Hauger

Connersville

IN

19-330

This ewe gives you some extra size and scale. Like her
length of side. Would like to see her more true muscle
shape.

here is a big extended ewe has a nice look from the
side. I want to see more outward shape to her
stifle and see her get out and flex her hock
better

Heavier muscled type of ewe with a good
hip. Gets a touch piecier when weset her
into motion.

3

54

Valerie Roso

Tracy

CA

2010

Wide hipped and pin set in this ewe. She's level backed and
good ribbed. Gets a little restricted out of her hip on
the move.

more moderate framed one of the this class. like
her extra muscle and shape. Want to see her get
out and flex her hind leg a lot better. This one
propped up offers a quality look.

Great hip and hind leg. Round ribbed ewe
that id like to free up on the move.

4

52

Jaylene
Brown

Manteca

CA

2003

Nice ewe lamb. In this particular class gives up some size
and length of body.

here is a ewe with plenty of body and width. she
gets to plain and round with me

A nice moderate type of ewe lamb that is a
bit greener in her muscle shape.

Placing

VSS
ID#

Exhibitor
Name

City

State

Tag Number

Judge Fleener Reasons

Judge Heffelfinger Reasons

Judge Wolf Reasons

1

22

Preston
Forsee

Owenton

KY

Miller E19308

Awesome profiling ewe with all the right angles. She's
wedge shaped down her top and good ended for a
female. Gets out and moves well too.

like how this one is built. neck set is right top line
Good looking ewe on the profile. Big
stays right and has balance from the side. like
ribbed heavy muscled in a feminine package
her extra extension in the top pair.

2

34

Maddie
Hauger

Connersville

IN

19-312

Really like this one too. Big backed and round bodied.
Would like to freshen up this ones front end and give
her a longer neck.

real nice stout ewe here. big topped big hipped.
gets a little quicker up front for me.

A high volumed ewe that appears like she is
carrying a touch more condition. Good in
her buid.

3

2

Trinity Young

CLAYTON

WI

1950

Broody deep centered female. Would like to trim her up
through her front 1/3.

has some width and feature at the ground. gets
to plain and mature up front.

A stout footed ewe that is a bit narrower
at the ground and lighter in her muscle
shape

Ewe Class 08

Placing

VSS
ID#

Exhibitor
Name

City

State

Tag Number

Judge Fleener Reasons

Judge Heffelfinger Reasons

Judge Wolf Reasons

Reserve Grand
Champion Overall
Ewe & Champion
Senior Ewe

1

15

Drew George

Niles

MI

E19-109

Big massive built ewe. Love the 3/4 rear view she
presents you. Get behind her and she's Big bodied,
hipped, and ended.

like this ones look and shape. really athletic
when she gets out and goes. Balances really well
from the side

A stout capacious ewe that is wide based
and heavy muscled

2

47

Jordyn
Leininger

Pierceton

IN

19-061

Intriguing female here. Really good chested and caged.
Good hipped and muscle shape to her. Apears to be
fresh in her condition. Like her on the move. Gets a little
high at her dock set witch makes her slightly weak in her
loin.

great looking with a great skeleton. Wish she
came with just a little more width

An attractive female that is good in her
lines and stout at the ground. Maybe
needs a shot more power.

Fresh and youth appearing female here. Pretty from
the side and get get out a move. Gets a little to narrow
out through her hip and on the move. Would like to
lighten her up some on her nose.

this one offers a great look from the side. They
have done a good job keeping this one in the right
condition. just wish her pin set was bigger. more
moderate framed as well

An attractive ewe on the profile, good in
her underline

here is a big ribbed big bodied ewe. looks like she
Massive ewe here. probably the stoutest female in class
is carrying plenty of condition to her. want to see
but with that she's reading stale and pushes more front
her loin be smoother when you study her in
then I would like.
motion. need to see this one just be fresher

A ewe that is heavier in condition. Really
opened up type of ewe.

3

1

Hudson
Fleener

Biglerville

PA

19-019

4

46

Delaney
Fackey

Hamilton

OH

E19-05

5

44

Michaela
Stephens

Carthage

NY

NY111826 1078

Round out this class I would like to see width and
muscle in this ewe in a leveler package.

larger framed ewe here with some extension. She
just needs to come with more muscle and shape.

A pretty profiling ewe that is greener in
her maturity.

Ewe Class 09

Placing

VSS
ID#

Exhibitor
Name

City

State

Tag Number

Judge Fleener Reasons

Judge Heffelfinger Reasons

Judge Wolf Reasons

Reserve Champion
Senior Ewe

1

21

Preston
Forsee

Owenton

KY

Miller E19-144

Round bodied, big hipped female. Like how her neck
comes out the top of her shoulder. Great looking on
the move as well.

like this ewes rib shape and balance. think she
gets out and handles it awesome in motion. really
impressed by the 3/4 view

Fresher appearing ewe that is good in
motion and has plenty of muscle shape
and excels in top shape

2

14

Drew George

Niles

MI

19-027

3

31

Maddie
Hauger

Connersville

IN

9017

4

20

Preston
Forsee

Owenton

KY

Forsee E19202

5

3

Molly
McCalla

Alhambra

IL

IL5616F
McCalla 1914

Nice looking from the side. Has some width down her
back. Pushes a little extra chest for me.

nice stout ewe with some width, gets a little
plainer and rounder when you study her in motion

A heavy conditioned ewe that balances
well could be stouter at the ground

6

8

Oliver
Nicholson

South
Windsor

CT

Hopkins 19111

Wide topped ewe thats good bodied. She's gets a little
plainer in her design and would like to freshen her up.
Would like to extend her neck out of her shoulder a
little more.

stout ewe with plenty of muscle and shape. need
to change how she is made up front. Wish she was
just fresher in her appearance

Big bodied ewe with a plenty of shape and
rib Would like to change her about her
front feet

Placing

VSS
ID#

Exhibitor
Name

City

State

Tag Number

Market Lamb
Class 01

think this one comes with a great look from the
Big stout solid made ewe. She gets out and goes pretty side. if your going to get picky on this one you just A fresh appearing ewe that is round ribbed
well too. Would like to trim her up through her chest to might want to make her wider. Don't think this one
and balances up well. Stout footed and
move her up any higher.
maintains her balance as well when you set her
feminine.
into motion either
Really fresh conditioned female which i appreciate.
Reads solid from the profile. Just wish she had more
width of hip and pin set and carried more muscle down
into her stifle.

like this ewes extra width and power.Has a nice
look from the side just wish she would get out
and grab another gear and flex her hock better.

Big bodied ewe with a good hip. one that
balances well enough. could be stouter
about her bone work.

Really solid ewe here. This is a deep set of ewes. Love her
stout wide with plenty of muscle. gets quicker
hip and pin width. If we could give her some more bone
about her step in motion. A notch more mature
and drop her in her flank we could move her up a couple about her front end. I just question how genuine
more spots.
this one is once you pull some cover off of her.

Heavy muscled ewe that looks good
propped up on the profile. Would like to
make her a notch rounder about her rib
and make her a notch more free on the
move

Judge Fleener Reasons

Judge Heffelfinger Reasons

Judge Wolf Reasons

here is a tall shouldered athletic one that looks
like he has plenty of muscle and shape. nice on to
start off the class with

Great look with plenty of muscle shape
and stout feet. Nice lamb

nice look from the side, offers some balance,
going to picky need to give him a nickel more lower
leg and stifle

Wide topped lamb with stout features.
Well balanced from the side

Champion Market
Lamb

1

51

Jordyn
Leininger

Pierceton

IN

Really nice one here. This wether runs up hill and
awesome from the side. As you look at him from the rear
he balances out with plenty of muscle. Love him on the
move as well.

Reserve Champion
Market Lamb

2

40

Elizabeth
Wagster

Santa
margarita

CA

This one is pretty good. Appears to have plenty of
muscle and puts in a smooth level package. Like to give
him a notch more extension through his front 1/3 and
trim him up in his chest floor.

3

55

Carson
Knittel

Greenfield

GREENE

Really like this ewe lamb. Structurally one the best in
the class. Gives you an awesome profile. Needs to be a
little more terminal in her build for me to go any higher.

4

53

Molly
McCalla

Alhambra

IL

Lots of future in this one. Appears to be a younger
sheep. I like his true muscle shape he has at this stage.
He good chested and round ribbed. As he moves out I
would like to see him a little more relaxed in his spine.

big topped and big hipped kinda sheep that
balances from the side. Looks like he is plainer to
the touch and not as fresh. just a nice sheep
nothing unique about him

A big legged lamb that looks good
propped up Has enough shape.

5

30

Taylor
Williams

Bakersfield

CA

Nice wether here as well. Big boned and smooth in his
design. Has a great look from the side profile. He gets
to upright in his back when you put him on the move for
me.

good look to this sheep, like his feature and look
up front. need to square him up in his loin and give
him more outward shape to his stifle.

shallow chested, good underlined lamb
that has some muscle shape

think this offers a great look from the side when
she is stopped. Balances extremely well. In a
Good built lamb with a big top and hip. Deep
market class she needs to come with a shot more
twisted lamb with plenty of shape
muscle.

6

50

JD HERRON

Dresden

OH

Another good sheep in a tough class. Like his muscle
shape he has through his rear 1/3. Need him to be deeper
through his flank to balance up from the side. Also
would like him to be a little more relaxed in his spine as
you view him.

like this guys added feature at ground, he is
stout and wide just gets to plain and deep from
the side for me.

An extended lamb with some shape. Would
like to open this lamb up a notch and free
him up on the move

7

29

Carter
Cherry

Bakersfield

CA

Rugged made one here. Like the width and dimension he
possesses. Need to trim him up through his front 1/3 and
give him a fresher look.

has some extension and length of body, flexible
in motion. get's a shot narrower when you step in
behind him. doesn't balance as well in motion.

stout footed lamb with a good hip and has
some shape would like to free up his spine
in the move

8

48

Macin Hager

Millersburg

OH

Another nice wether in a very deep set. For me he needs
pulled apart to help level him out. Would like him to have
more extension through his front end. He gets rounder
and bolder in his shoulder design.

big hipped, big legged with some shape. not good
enough moving for me in terms of his topline

Big legged fresh appearing lamb with a
deep twist. Would like to level him out
through his hip and balance him up a notch

